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About This Game

Falling Words - a simulator game created to improve the results of high-speed typing with three different difficulty levels,
detailed statistics and a global ranking.

The game has three modes that differ in the rate of falling words, the gaps between them and their average length. You can play
in two languages: English and Russian. Each dictionary contains more than five thousand of the most popular words of the

language.
Your task is to print the falling words as fast as possible without letting them fall below the danger zone.

There is a detailed statistics of your games, which you can view, both in short and in detail. The better your results (the number
of words and speed dial) are entered into the global leaderboard.
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Title: Falling words
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mikhail Melnikov
Publisher:
Mikhail Melnikov
Release Date: 16 May, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 120 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English,Russian
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Given the price, I won't say I'm awfully disappointed, but there are 2 major flaws for such a simple game : first, the font is
awful (good luck seeing the difference in the heat of the moment between limb and lime, or hero and kerb, for example), and
for a typing game, that's just unacceptable.

Second, from time to time, the game stops responding to keyboard input. At first, I thought it was because of CAPS LOCKS
(which does stop the game from recognizing what you're typing), but it also happened at least once for no reason.

To sum up : a typing game where you can't recognize immediately some of the words to type, and which will ignore your typing
from time to time. Is it possible to miss the mark more than that ? I'm not sure ... Oh and unclear achievements too, probably
linked to how many letters you typed, but since they' re not labeled, they could all the same be random.

EDIT : figured the achievements. You get one each time you play a game and score at least one word, for each of the 3 levels of
difficulty. To say it otherwise, it's actually easier to get achievements on Hard than on Easy, since you die faster ... kk,
"perfected" and uninstalled.. Fun enough for the price, definitely challenging and helpful if you'd like to improve your typing
speed.. Given the price, I won't say I'm awfully disappointed, but there are 2 major flaws for such a simple game : first, the font
is awful (good luck seeing the difference in the heat of the moment between limb and lime, or hero and kerb, for example), and
for a typing game, that's just unacceptable.

Second, from time to time, the game stops responding to keyboard input. At first, I thought it was because of CAPS LOCKS
(which does stop the game from recognizing what you're typing), but it also happened at least once for no reason.

To sum up : a typing game where you can't recognize immediately some of the words to type, and which will ignore your typing
from time to time. Is it possible to miss the mark more than that ? I'm not sure ... Oh and unclear achievements too, probably
linked to how many letters you typed, but since they' re not labeled, they could all the same be random.

EDIT : figured the achievements. You get one each time you play a game and score at least one word, for each of the 3 levels of
difficulty. To say it otherwise, it's actually easier to get achievements on Hard than on Easy, since you die faster ... kk,
"perfected" and uninstalled.. This just needs some tweaks to make it better.

The font is awful. There were a few instances where I had to look twice to understand which word was displayed.

I have played it twice, on one occasion the game just didn't recognise a word and it scrolled off the bottom of the screen. On the
other occasion, the word was I - as in, I am. I was surprised it was on there as a word, and more surprised that I had to type a
capital I. This may be the issue with keypresses being "not recognised" - if there are maybe a couple of words in the dictionary
with capital letters.. Fun game,
Trash bugs that makes me want to kill someone though. I must admit I only got it because of the achievments that allow you to
put words on your profile. It's very simplistic but actually not bad and the price is fair. I enjoyed it and it is a good typing
practice.
The font is a bit too pixelated and letters can be confused sometimes, but it's probably just something to get used to. And there's
a little bug that the game sometimes doesn't recognize the pressed key anymore, but if you start a new game everything is fine
again.
Other than that it runs without problems on my Ubuntu based system.. Fun enough for the price, definitely challenging and
helpful if you'd like to improve your typing speed.. This just needs some tweaks to make it better.

The font is awful. There were a few instances where I had to look twice to understand which word was displayed.

I have played it twice, on one occasion the game just didn't recognise a word and it scrolled off the bottom of the screen. On the
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other occasion, the word was I - as in, I am. I was surprised it was on there as a word, and more surprised that I had to type a
capital I. This may be the issue with keypresses being "not recognised" - if there are maybe a couple of words in the dictionary
with capital letters.
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I love playing typing games but it's hard to get. This game reminds me of Typing Tutor (DOS). To be honest, I don't know
whether I should recommend this game or not.

I kind of enjoyed playing this game. The design is simple but it's an enjoyable game. On the other hand, the game has a few
setbacks. The minor thing which I wish the game has: a setting to mute the sound or music. Some players just want to listen to
their own music to play a game.

Sometimes but not often, the words didn't really work. I have no idea why although I had repetitively typing the alphabet. And
sometimes, the word requires capital letter. One example is the word - AM. I tried smallcase but it doesn't work and when I use
capital letters, it works. When I played in a different round, the smallcase is acceptable. I wish there's an indicator when I should
use capital letter or all words change to smallcase letters probably will be easier.

Although sometimes the words didn't really work, I still like the game but disappointed after I know how the achievements
work. The list is just a bunch of meaningless alphabets or characters. It's not related how you play it. As long as you miss the
word in the game in different difficulty level, you will get one achievement. Besides of the EASY level, I've played the game
seriously for both MEDIUM and HARD level. I wish the achievement will be something like 50 words that you spelled contain
'A' or 100 words that you spelled begin with 'A'. Then, that list of achievements make more sense and will be more fun earning
them.

If you are an achievement hunter or someone who likes typing or casual games, this is a recommendable game but if you are an
achievement hunter with principle or someone who can't tolerate any bugs in a game, this is not a game for you.. I love playing
typing games but it's hard to get. This game reminds me of Typing Tutor (DOS). To be honest, I don't know whether I should
recommend this game or not.

I kind of enjoyed playing this game. The design is simple but it's an enjoyable game. On the other hand, the game has a few
setbacks. The minor thing which I wish the game has: a setting to mute the sound or music. Some players just want to listen to
their own music to play a game.

Sometimes but not often, the words didn't really work. I have no idea why although I had repetitively typing the alphabet. And
sometimes, the word requires capital letter. One example is the word - AM. I tried smallcase but it doesn't work and when I use
capital letters, it works. When I played in a different round, the smallcase is acceptable. I wish there's an indicator when I should
use capital letter or all words change to smallcase letters probably will be easier.

Although sometimes the words didn't really work, I still like the game but disappointed after I know how the achievements
work. The list is just a bunch of meaningless alphabets or characters. It's not related how you play it. As long as you miss the
word in the game in different difficulty level, you will get one achievement. Besides of the EASY level, I've played the game
seriously for both MEDIUM and HARD level. I wish the achievement will be something like 50 words that you spelled contain
'A' or 100 words that you spelled begin with 'A'. Then, that list of achievements make more sense and will be more fun earning
them.

If you are an achievement hunter or someone who likes typing or casual games, this is a recommendable game but if you are an
achievement hunter with principle or someone who can't tolerate any bugs in a game, this is not a game for you.. I must admit I
only got it because of the achievments that allow you to put words on your profile. It's very simplistic but actually not bad and
the price is fair. I enjoyed it and it is a good typing practice.
The font is a bit too pixelated and letters can be confused sometimes, but it's probably just something to get used to. And there's
a little bug that the game sometimes doesn't recognize the pressed key anymore, but if you start a new game everything is fine
again.
Other than that it runs without problems on my Ubuntu based system.. Fun enough for the price, definitely challenging and
helpful if you'd like to improve your typing speed.. Fun game,
Trash bugs that makes me want to kill someone though. I must admit I only got it because of the achievments that allow you to
put words on your profile. It's very simplistic but actually not bad and the price is fair. I enjoyed it and it is a good typing
practice.
The font is a bit too pixelated and letters can be confused sometimes, but it's probably just something to get used to. And there's
a little bug that the game sometimes doesn't recognize the pressed key anymore, but if you start a new game everything is fine
again.
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Other than that it runs without problems on my Ubuntu based system.
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